PUBLIC NOTICE

Metropolitan Nashville Airport Authority will hold the GAOPE, FAP, and BNA Vision Committee meetings beginning at 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, July 15, 2020, at Nashville International Airport located at One Terminal Drive, Nashville, TN.

In an effort to prevent the spread of COVID-19, MNAA will be convening its July 15, 2020 GAOPE, FAP, and BNA Vision Committee Meetings in a manner permitting participation by electronic means, and public access to the physical location of the meeting will be limited. Instructions for public electronic access are as follows:

https://webinar.ringcentral.com/webinar/register/WN_ZA-zb-wmTs-3OADRIu2jUQ

Or Telephone: US: 1 (469) 445-0100
Webinar ID: 149-984-6181